Welcome & Information

Michelle Li
Host
Anchor & Reporter,
NBC-affiliate KING-TV Seattle

Introduction to the content.

Defining Tech Intensity

Satya Nadella
Chief Executive Officer,
Microsoft

[PRE-RECORDED SESSION] What is “tech intensity” and why is it important? Hear from Satya Nadella himself on the necessity of having a tech intensive mindset in today’s rapidly changing world.

Tech Intensive Leadership

Dana Barnes
Vice President, State & Local Government Enterprise Operating Unit,
Microsoft

What does it take for a government leader to lead with confidence in today’s digital world? Microsoft wants to help set you up for success and provide some thought starters for you to lead your digital transformation efforts with confidence and a “tech intensity” philosophy. We’ll hear from experts on how to tackle some of today’s most challenging problems and how to anticipate the needs of your customers.
Tech Intensity in Action:
San Diego County Sheriff’s Department & Coptivity

Ashish “Yosh” Kakkad  
CIO, San Diego County Sheriff’s Department  
County of San Diego

How is tech intensity applied in the real world? Let’s take a look at a stellar example of tech intensity in action with Ashish “Yosh” Kakkad, CIO of the San Diego County Sheriff’s Department. We’ll dive into a 360 look at how tech intensity helped Yosh create an innovative solution to better serve others.

Technical Perspective: Cybersecurity

Tom Moen  
Cyber security Solutions Specialist,  
Microsoft

Now that we’ve seen tech intensity in action, let’s take a closer look at some technical aspects of one of the most important facets of the digital age – cyber security. Tom will dive into examples of tech intensity paired with tech savvy, and what technical principles you should consider to keep your data safe.

Leadership Perspective: Making Decisions in a World of Uncertainty

Stuart McKee  
National Technology Officer,  
Microsoft

It can be difficult to make decisions with confidence in a tech intense world. Today’s decision may not always be the best choice for tomorrow’s evolving digital reality. Hear from Stuart McKee on how tech intensity, trust, and transformation can help mitigate risk for the future.
Let’s close out with a look at what’s on the horizon, and how important it will be to empower leaders, employees, and constituents with the skills necessary to weave technology into everything they do.